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RESOLUTION OF 
VIII INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 

“TRANSEURASIA-2011: Transit. Business. Logistics” 
(Astana, 10-11 November 2011) 

 
Delegations from 42 countries represented by governmental authorities 

and private business involved in transport, trade and logistics sectors as well as 
by representatives of 16 international, regional and financial institutes, such as 
EurAsEC, SCO, EU, ECO, UIC, IRU, ICAO, CIS TCC, TRACECA IGC, IATA, 
CIS IAC, UNDP, World Bank, JBIC, IDB and USAID, participated in VIII 
“TRANSEURASIA-2011” International Conference organized by the Government 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan on 10-11 November 2011 in Astana. 

The Conference participants were introduced with keynote report about 
development of transit transport potential of the Republic of Kazakhstan as well 
as reports within the topic of the Conference, exchanged opinions and 

Stressed the importance of implementing Almaty Program of Actions on 
Transit and Transport Cooperation to satisfy special needs of land-locked 
developing countries in new global framework of cooperation in transit transport 
between land-locked developing countries and developing transit developing; 

Noted the significance of implementing UNECE Euro-Asian Transport 
Links Project and holding within it Expert Group meetings on issues of 
developing Euro-Asian Transport Corridors to improve further coordination of 
joint efforts and develop efficient, reliable and safe intra-continental transport 
communication in Eurasian region and assist international transportation along 
EATL routes crossing UNSPECA member states; 

Underlined the importance of CAREC Program for 2020 and its 
significance for transport sector in the region; 

Noted special role of Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe 
(OSCE) in transport and security development in the region; 

Highly appreciated the successes and prospects of Kazakhstan, 
Belorussian and Russian national transport systems integration within Customs 
Union and its role in border crossing process facilitating for the purpose of 
efficiency and reliability of transport corridors within Common Economic Area; 

Recommended the countries which territories are crossed by transport 
corridors of Asia-Europe communication to introduce joint systems to operate  
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cargo flows tracking using existing capabilities of national telecommunication 
complexes  to enhance the efficiency of transportation routes management and 
install cutting-edge information systems in cargo transportation; 

Recognized the necessity to: 
– take efficient trade facilitating actions including introduction of regional 

custom transit systems, new efficient management and control methods and 
schemes in border crossing points, reduce/minimize trade and transport 
documents number, coordinate the work schedule in national borders, publish 
transit procedures, duties and taxes; 

– to continue implementation of the project on “Nomad” train in direction 
from China to Western Europe, which will allow to increase transit potential of 
Kazakhstan, Russia and Ukraine with applying broad-gauge railway  and 
“Euroterminal Slavkov”; 

– upgrade border infrastructure facilities and introduce border single 
window/one stop shop system; 

– expand and develop public-private cooperation and extend the platform 
for their dialog within that context and establish trade and transportation 
facilitating committees or corridors management committees in particular; 

– strengthen partnership between private sector and government in 
transport infrastructure and logistic development to mobilize resources and 
enhance projects quality; 

Stressed vital importance of visa issuance procedures simplification for 
professional drivers involved into international transportations; 

Expressed the necessity to continue detailed researchers in all land 
transport corridors between Central Asia and Europe to identify the barriers for 
international cargo transportation and the actions to get them removed; 

Underlined the importance of advanced development of high-speed 
transport  corridors (HSTC)  between Europe and Asia  to facilitate  procedures 
of goods and freight processing in the border and ensure their flow through 
specially provided roads along the entire route without additional checks; 

Stressed that growing number of carriers serving HSTC attracting logistics 
companies, warehouses, transport agents, repairs workshops, filling stations  
which stimulate various  business activities along HSTC and  ultimately turns 
HSTC  into active economic corridor; 
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Stressed the necessity to develop roadside services along international 
transit corridors; 

Welcomed cooperation of Euro-Asian and Asian-Pacific states and 
international financial institutions in Afghanistan economy recovery especially in 
the issues of transport infrastructure reconstruction and transportation 
procedures facilitation; 

Affirmed the importance of IRU Model Highway Initiative implementation  
in Euro-Asian region to restore  Great Silk Road where automobile transportation 
could become viable and commercially profitable alternative to marine routes 
with their overloaded ports in the development of trade between Central Asian 
states and Europe; 

Emphasized the valuable experience gained from operating the “Baltica 
Transit” container train since 2003. It collects container cargo from Latvian and 
other Baltic ports, delivers them to Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan and 
Kirgizstan. This experience is now used in other projects, including Eurasia I, 
Eurasia II and cargo deliveries to Afghanistan and it may be used to attract cargo 
flows from the People’s Republic of China towards the northern part of the 
European Union; 

 
Appreciated the results of handling through-running container trains (28th 

October) “Saule” Chungking (China) – Dostyk (Kazakhstan) – Klaipeda 
(Lithuania) with 10 day travel time from Dostyk station – Klaipeda port and 
container train Bandar-Abbas(Iran) – Almaty (Kazakhstan), Chungking (PRC) - 
Duisburg (Germany) with 16-17 days travel time and reaffirmed the intention to 
start container trains Baltic Transit II from Estonia to Kazakhstan by negotiating 
through fare rates for  the entire route and ensure average speed of 800 km/day; 

Taking into consideration the increasing volume of goods from Western 
China to Europe, supported proposal on establishing a new rail freight corridor 
with route from China to South and Central Eastern Europe via Kazakhstan, 
Russia, Ukraine and Hungary; 

Welcomed an active dialogue within SCO on expanding and improving 
transport infrastructure, creating international transport corridirs between SCO 
member states; 
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Marked the importance of exclusive through rates establishment to attract 
additional  bulk commodities and other cargoes after the meeting of the Working 
Group on enhancing competitiveness of combined railway and maritime 
transportations in TRACECA corridor at Tbilisi (Georgia, 6th October, 2011); 

- Reaffirmed it critically important to start the new railway spur Uzen 
(Kazakhstan) –Kyzylkya (Turkmenistan) – Gorgan (Iran) of North-South Corridor 
initiated by Presidents of Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan and Iran; 

Stressed the start of railway border crossing point Altynkol (Kazakhstan) – 
Khorgos (China) for container trains handling important for entire Eurasian 
region; 

Appreciated the efforts of Kazakhstan in transcontinental Western 
Europe-Western China road corridor establishment; 

Noted the Republic of Kazakhstan attracting significant investments in 
national transport infrastructure development to expand capacities of transit 
corridors ensuring international transportations with cutting-edge technologies 
and transport-logistics systems; 

Confirmed the intention to establish Coordination Council for 
transcontinental corridor Western Europe - Western China and arrange 
automobile caravan handling through the corridor after its reconstruction 
completed;     

Expressed the need to arrange vehicles flows in the entire length of 
international road corridors which average speed shall not be not less than 700 
km/day; 

Appreciated the results of the 31st session of CIS Coordinating Transport 
Meeting, the 1st International Transport and Logistics Business Forum Silky Road 
within TRANSEURASIA-2011 Conference; 

Expressed gratitude to the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan for 
the conference hosting and cordial reception and hospitality extended to the 
participants. 

 
Adopted by the participants of VIII International Conference 

TRANSEIRASIA -2011, 11th November 2011 at Astana, Kazakhstan. 
 


